
Eseta™

Wall Mounted Sconce

• ES1 - 3,000 to 9,800 Lumens

• ES2 - 13,000 to 19,000 Lumens

• Replaces 150w to 400w HID

The Eseta™ LED Wall Sconce (ES1 & ES2) comes with 
the innovative OMNI Lens™ System standard on every 
luminaire. The Eseta™ ES2 is 400W HID equivalent with 
up to 19,500 lumens and offers an optional Wireless 
Control Ready PCR7-CR photo control receptacle.

Arieta® and Eseta™

Architectural Site and Area Lighting

Arieta
®

Architectural Area Light

ES-1

ES-2

AR-13

AR-18

• AR13 - 3,000 to 21,00 Lumens

• AR18 - 14,000 to 41,000 Lumens

• Replaces 250w to 1,000w HID

Suited for numerous applications, including parking lots, campuses, office complexes, streets 
and public parks, Arieta® N-Series is available in a wide range of lumen packages, up to 40,000 
lumens. Universal mounting design allows for attachment to virtually any pole without re-
drilling, and the luminaire’s minimal profile creates an appealing and unobtrusive day form. 
This makes Arieta® the perfect replacement for the shoebox luminaire.

• 10-Year Warranty

• Easy Installation Reduces Labor Costs

• High Efficacy Provides Low Ownership Cost

• Full Offering of Shielding, Options and Accessories

Iconic Shopping Center Chooses Leotek’s Arieta® and Eseta™ 
to Brighten Its Upscale Atmosphere and Save Energy

For more information on Leotek’s products visit www.leotek.com or contact a Leotek lighting agent 408.380.1788 

The Orchards at Walnut Creek
Shopping Center

Project Profile

The Orchards at Walnut Creek is a prime commercial center featuring 
inspiring architectural and landscape design plus seven acres of inviting 
outdoor spaces. Strategically positioned on a main commute corridor at 
a major retail intersection, this unique retail center provides a place for 
Walnut Creek residents to gather, shop and dine amongst heritage oak 
trees and spectacular views of Mount Diablo.

The low-profile aesthetics of Arieta® and Eseta™ 

are a perfect complement to the Center’s blending 

of modern architecture with rustic touches.

Leotek’s Arieta and Eseta products were chosen for a number of reasons, 
including their contemporary design, ease of installation, and high efficacy to 
reduce energy costs. Eseta’s patented OMNI Lens™ technology also reduces 
glare and provides visual comfort in pedestrian traffic areas.

Arieta® and Eseta fixtures are each available in two housing sizes offering a 
wide range of lumen packages and available options. Both products are an 
appealing and easy choice for retrofit or new construction, and their subtly 
distinctive form harmonizes with a wide range of architectural styles without 
altering aesthetic. 
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